ABSTRACT Accurate measurement of high spinning projectiles' attitude is the basis of guidance and control. In order to reduce the attitude measurement error and improve the attitude update rate, a magnetometerbased phase shifting ratio method is proposed in this paper. This method does not introduce additional installation errors as the existing methods, simplifies the calibration of the extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve, and makes full use of the measurement data of the sensors. The attitude update is synchronized with the magnetometer output without using the local geomagnetic information. Simultaneously, the local geomagnetic errors are avoided. The results of numerical simulation and semi-physical simulation experiments show that compared with the three orthogonal ratio method and the crest and trough method, the proposed algorithm in this paper can increase the attitude update rate by more than 2 times and the attitude calculation accuracy can be enhanced by 30%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate measurement of high spinning projectiles' attitude is the basis of guidance and control and the key technology to improve flight stability and strike accuracy. High spinning projectiles work in extreme environments with high overload and high speed. Limited to the size and cost of the projectile, high-precision, large-volume sensors, such as ring laser gyroscopes, cannot be used to measure the angular velocity of the projectile [1] . Therefore, the miniaturized, low-cost, overload-resistant MEMS sensor is suitable for the implementation of the navigation and guidance process.
The sensors currently used for high spinning projectiles' attitude measurement mainly include: MEMS IMU [2] , magnetometer [3] , GNSS [4] , high speed camera [5] , sun sensor [6] , infrared sensor [7] and etc. Since high speed camera, photo sensor and infrared sensor suffer from the disturbance of environment and weather, their application scenarios are limited. GNSS can be used to get the location and speed information of the carrier, but the data update rate is slow
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and the satellite signals may be lost. Generally, the most commonly used attitude measurement sensor is gyroscope. However, as the high rotational speed of the projectiles can reach up to 200r/s, the MEMS gyroscopes are unable to measure the roll angular rate of the projectiles with the limited range. In addition, MEMS accelerometers can be sensitive to gravity vector and are widely used in the attitude estimation of unmanned aerial vehicles. Unfortunately, when the projectile is in high speed movement and high frequency rolling state, the gravity vector can no longer be distinguished. Although the MEMS magnetometer can sense the Earth's magnetic field, it can't solve a unique set of attitude solutions by only using the magnetic strength vector in the carrier coordinate and the one in the geomagnetic coordinate.
For the purpose of accurately obtaining the attitude of high spinning projectile, researchers have proposed various sensors fusion schemes. Combettes et al. [8] proposed a scheme for attitude measurement using a three-axis magnetometer and a two-axis accelerometer. They used the magnetometer information to calculate the roll angle of the projectile. Then the acceleration information, magnetic strength information and 6-DOF ballistic model were fused to estimate yaw and pitch angle. But the parameter setting of 6-DOF ballistic model can seriously affect the estimation accuracy of the attitude. In [9] and [10] , GNSS and magnetometer were integrated to calculate the attitude of projectile. The yaw and pitch angle were estimated with the velocity vector obtained from GNSS. Combined with the magnetometer, GNSS can solve the roll angle of projectile. This scheme suffered from the slow attitude update rate. And when the GNSS loses satellite signals, the system will fall into paralysis. Celis and Cadarso [11] proposed a scheme for attitude estimation with GNSS, accelerometer and semi-active image detector. They used the established ballistic model and accelerometer information to estimate the gravity vector, and then used the gravity vector and GNSS velocity information to solve the attitude. But the accuracy of the gravity vector estimation is seriously affected by the parameters of the ballistic model. At the same time, it had a slow update rate. Long et al. [12] proposed an attitude measurement scheme fused magnetometer, gyroscope and GNSS. The yaw and pitch angle were estimated with the velocity vector obtained from GNSS. The roll angular rate was obtained by fusing magnetometer and gyroscope. Then the roll angel can be solved. This scheme also suffered from slow update rate and cannot measure the roll angular rate in high speed rotation environments.
In order to avoid the shortcomings of the above sensor fusion schemes and simplify system design, researchers had proposed various methods for high spinning projectiles' attitude estimation using only magnetometers. Harkins and Hepner [13] proposed a attitude estimation method for spinning projectiles, called '' MAGSONDE ''. They used the zero crossings in the Y-axis and non-orthogonal axis magnetometer outputs to calculate the pitch angle. Then the roll and yaw angel can be solved. This method did not require local geomagnetic information, but the nonorthogonal magnetometers may introduce additional errors during installation and calibration. And in one roll cycle, only one attitude update can be performed. Inspired by Harkins and Hepner [13] , Li and XiongZhu [14] proposed a extreme ratio method. Because there were two sets of extreme values in one roll cycle, two attitude updates can be performed during one roll cycle. But this method also suffered from the additional errors introduced by the non-orthogonal magnetometers. Xiang et al. [15] proposed a three orthogonal ratio method. This method adopted three orthogonal magnetometers and did not introduce the additional errors. At the same time, this method can performed four attitude update in one roll cycle. Zhou et al. [16] proposed a crest and trough method. This method can double the attitude update rate in one roll cycle, but increased the previous curve calibration workload.
Inspired by the above methods, a magnetometer-based phase shifting ratio method is proposed in this paper. Compared with the above method, it has the following characteristics: (1) Only three-axis orthogonal magnetometer are used to avoid introducing additional mounting errors and algorithm errors. (2) No need to know local geomagnetic information.
(3) The attitude update rate can be greatly improved with the full use of sensor output.(4) The previous curve calibration workload is reduced.
II. METHODOLOGY A. SENSOR CONFIGURATION
The coordinate system of this paper mainly includes three coordinate systems, which are local geographic coordinate system, local geomagnetic coordinate system and body coordinate system. The local geographic coordinate system(North-East-Down) is selected as the navigation coordinate system. The x axis points to the true north, the y axis points to the east, and the z axis points vertically to the ground. The body coordinate system is based on the projectile, with the center of mass of the projectile as the origin. The x b axis points to the head along the axial direction of the projectile. y b axis is perpendicular to the x b axis along the radial direction of the projectile. The z b axis is perpendicular to the x b o b y b plane along the radial direction, following the right-hand rule. In order to accurately measure the attitude of the projectile, the installation position of the three-axis magnetometer coincides with the projectile coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 1 . The geomagnetic field, like the gravity field, is an intrinsic property of the earth. Generally, geomagnetic seven elements are usually used to represent geomagnetic information at a certain point on the earth. The seven elements of geomagnetism are magnetic declination(D), magnetic inclination(I), horizontal intensity(B H ), north component(B N ), east component(B E ), vertical component(B Z ) and total field(M). The relationship between them is shown in Equation (1).
The three attitude angles that define the attitude of the missile are yaw(ψ), pitch(θ) and roll(γ ). According to the three attitude angles, the rotation matrix of the projectile can be obtained as shown in Equation (2) .
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According to Equation (2) , the relationship between the magnetic field strength in the geomagnetic coordinate system and the one in the projectile coordinate system is as shown in Equation (3) .
In Eq.3, B b x , B b y , B b z are the real measurements of three-axis magnetometer. As we all know, the magnetometer should be calibrated to against the intrinsic errors, including bias, scale factor and non-orthogonal error. However, the calibration process is complicated and will not be described here. The detailed calibration process can refer to [17] and [18] .
According to Equation (1-3),we can get
By sorting out Equation (4),we can obtain
where the magnetic inclination I and total field M are constant within the range of the projectile. The three magnetic strength values in the body coordinate system can be obtained by the magnetometer. The magnetic inclination and total field can be obtained by querying geomagnetic model IGRF11. But since the three equations are not independent of each other, we cannot solve Equation (5) to get the unique solution. For the above reason, the magnetometer cannot be used independently. It is usually combined with other methods (such as GNSS [19] , gyroscope and accelerometer [20] ) to estimate the attitude of the projectiles. However, Harkins and Hepner abandoned the idea of solving the magnetic equations. They proposed various methods for the attitude update using only the three-axis magnetometer by studying the output characteristics of the magnetometer. The following content will describe two existing methods for high spinning projectile attitude update using only magnetometers and the magnetometer-based phase shifting ratio method proposed in this paper.
B. THE ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT FOR HIGH SPINNING PROJECTILES
Before describing the algorithm in detail, we need to declare two assumptions: (1) The yaw angle remains almost unchanged during a single roll cycle. (2) The rate of change of the pitch angle is much smaller than the roll rate of the projectile. The high spinning projectiles rotate at high speed around its longitudinal axis during flight, which can reduce the interference caused by thrust eccentricity, aerodynamic asymmetry, uneven mass distribution and process error of the body shape, thus ensuring the smooth flight of the projectile. The rotation rate of the high spinning projectile can reach several hundred revolutions per second, so the above assumptions are reasonable.
1) THREE ORTHOGONAL RATIO METHOD
The Three Orthogonal Ratio Method is a method for calculating the pitch angle of a carrier based on the output characteristics of three orthogonally arranged magnetometers. According to Equation (5), in the case where the magnetic inclination I and the magnetic total field M are constant, the output of the X-axis magnetometer is only related to the pitch angle θ and the yaw angle ψ. The Y-axis and Z-axis magnetometer outputs are only related to the roll angle γ when the pitch and yaw angles remain the same. For high spinning projectiles, the magnetic inclination I and the magnetic total field M are constant within the range of the projectile. Moreover, the pitch angle θ and the yaw angle ψ are considered to remain unchanged during a single roll cycle. Then the output of the X-axis magnetometer is constant, and the output of the other two-axis magnetometer is only related to the roll angle.
If |M | = 1, θ = 45 • , ψ = 30 • , I = 66 • , the relationship between the output of three-axis magnetometer and roll angle during two roll cycles is shown in Figure 2 .
As can be seen from Figure 2 , the X-axis magnetometer output is constant during a single roll cycle, and the other twoaxis magnetometer outputs are only sinusoidal with the roll angle. At the same time, the amplitude and frequency of the two-axis output are the same. The following transformation is performed on the theoretical output of the Y-axis. According to the auxiliary angle formula of trigonometric function,
we can get
At the same reason, we can get
According to Equation (8) , the output of the Y-axis magnetometer is a sinusoid with an uniformed amplitude. Let
y takes the maximum value. When g = As can be seen from Figure. 3-6, when pitch angel θ ∈ [− 2π 3 , 2π 3 ], the ratio of extreme values and the pitch angle θ are in one-to-one correspondence. If the yaw angle is changed, the extreme angle ratio corresponding to the pitch angle is also different. When the output of the Y-axis magnetometer is detected to reach the extreme value, the pitch angle θ can be obtained according to the ratio of B b
x and the extreme value of B b y . The yaw angel ψ can be obtained from the initial launch angle. Then the roll angel γ can be obtained from the following equation.
In a single roll cycle, the Y-axis magnetic output has two extreme values, which can be updated twice to the attitude. As the same reason, the attitude can be updated twice in one roll cycle with the Z-axis magnetic output. Therefore, the attitude can be updated four times in one roll cycle with Three Orthogonal Ratio Method.
2) CREST AND TROUGH METHOD
The Three Orthogonal Ratio Method only uses the extreme values of the three-axis magnetometer for attitude update. In a single roll cycle, only four times attitude updates can be performed. The data is not fully utilized. As we all know, the higher the attitude update rate, the higher the accuracy of pose estimation. In order to improve the attitude update rate, Zhou et al. [16] proposed a Crest and Trough Method. This method introduces two reference curves B w b , B v b by linearly computing the actual output of the three-axis magnetometer. The specific principle is as follows.
According to Equation (8), (9) and (12), we can get As can be seen from Figure. 7, after introducing two reference curves, there are 8 extreme points in the four curves in a single roll cycle. That is, the attitude update can be performed eight times in s single roll cycle. Compared with Three Orthogonal Ratio Method, the attitude update rate is doubled.
The Crest and Trough Method can improve the attitude update rate by introducing two reference curves. However, it has the following problems. (1) It increased the calibration workload. It can be seen from Figure 7 that, compared with the original sensor output, the two newly introduced reference curves have different amplitudes and different extreme points. It is necessary to calibrate the corresponding curves of the extreme values and the roll angles of the two reference curves. (2) The roll angle estimation is biased. Since the sensor output is discrete, the extreme points of the curve cannot be accurately sampled. If the roll angle is calculated by Equation (11), there will exist errors. (3) It do not make full use of the data. Compared with the Three Orthogonal Ratio Method, it slightly improves data utilization. But it is not every sample point data fully utilized.
3) PHASE SHIFTING RATIO METHOD
In order to make full use of the sampled data, improve the attitude update rate and enhance the attitude estimation accuracy, this paper proposed a Phase Shifting Ratio Method, without introducing additional workload. This method has all the advantages of the above two methods, and makes up their disadvantages. The sensor used is also a three-axis orthogonal magnetometer. The derivation process of the method is described below.
Firstly, Equation (8) and (9) can be written as follows.
where, A = cos I |M | sin 2 ψ + (cos ψ sin θ + cos θ tan I ) 2 ,
cos ψ sin θ+cos θ tan I .
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The two reference curves in the Crest and Trough Method can be written as
Comparing Equations (14) and (15), it can be seen that the amplitude of the two reference curves is √ 2 times the amplitude of the Y-axis output, and the phase is shifted ± π 4 . By transforming Equation (15), we can get
The two reference curves P, Q are only phase shifted on the basis of B b y , and the amplitude does not change. According to the above method,, we can get as much as possible reference curves by using phase shifting. It can be seen in Equations (17) and (18) .
The curves are obtained by the phase shift of the actual output curve of the magnetometer's Y-axis. Their relationship with the roll angle is shown in Figure 8 .
According to the idea of the Three Orthogonal Ratio Method, the attitude update can be performed at the extreme points of each curve in the graph. If we set β is the phase shift angle, we can get In a single roll cycle, according to Equation (19) , we can get many sets of reference curves using the phase shift. For each sensor sampling point, a phase shift curve can always be found corresponding to it, so the extreme value of the curve can be used for attitude update. What's more important, since these curves are only phase shifted, their amplitude is the same as the Y-axis output curve. Their extreme value ratio-pitch angle calibration curve is the same as the extreme value ratio-pitch angle calibration curve of the Y-axis output, no additional calibration work is required.
As mentioned above, the method proposed in this paper can make full use of each sensor sample value without increasing the calibration workload, and greatly improve the attitude update rate. The specific process of the algorithm is described in detail below.
Step 1: pre-calibration of extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve
The ratio of X-axis output and the extreme values of Y-axis and Z-axis output is one-to-one correspondence with pitch angle. But before using this curve to solve the pitch angle, we need to calibrate the curve. According to Equation (10), different yaw angles have different relationship curves. Therefore, it is necessary to calibrate the Y-axis (Z-axis) curves for different yaw angles.
Since the pitch angle is continuously changed, it is necessary to use the calibrated discrete points to fit the curves by the least squares method. The more the calibration points, the smaller the fitting error.
Step 2: detection of extreme values and calculation of pitch and roll
After obtaining the three-axis data of the magnetometer, we need to determine whether it is an extreme point. If it is an extreme point, we can directly calculate the ratio of the extreme value to the X-axis output. The pitch angle can be achieved by the extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve. Then the roll angle can be obtained by Equation (11) .
If the current point is not an extreme point, we need to calculate its corresponding reference curve. Then we can get the pitch and roll angels through the reference curve. The sampling point actually output by the sensor always corresponds to the extreme point of a reference curve. The reference curve can be obtained by phase shifting the actual output curve. It can be seen from the Equation (20) .
The pitch angle can be obtained by the phase shifting curve. Then the roll angel can be achieved by Equation (21) .
Step 3: the correction of yaw In the above, it is assumed that the yaw angle remains unchanged during a single roll cycle. However, during the actual flight process, the projectile will vibrate slightly, which will cause the yaw angle to change. Therefore, it is necessary to use the actual output of the three-axis magnetometer to correct the yaw angle in real time. The correction formula is as shown in Equation (22).
What needs to be emphasized is the updating of yaw angle in the step3 is not contradictory with the assumption of unchanged yaw angle. In the actual flight of high spinning projectiles, due to the interaction of the gyro effect and the external moment, the motion of the projectile is represented by precession and nutation. The yaw angle of projectile will change slightly. For different yaw angles, the extreme value ratio-pitch angle curves are different. So we have to use the assumption of unchanged yaw angle during a single roll cycle to choose a proper extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve to get the pitch angle. However, the assumption of unchanged yaw angle will introduce certain error. In order to compensate this error, we should use the real measurements of three-axis magnetometer to correct the yaw angle.
Step4: the correction of pitch and roll The corresponding extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve can be obtained by using the corrected yaw angle. Then we can recalculate the pitch and roll angles.
The correction of yaw, pitch and roll is performed only once. More repetition will not improve the accuracy of attitude but increase the time complexity of the method.
Step5: Output of attitude The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 9 . The Three Orthogonal Ratio Method requires precalibration of four curves: But for the method of this paper, the attitude can be updated at all sampling points with only one extreme value ratio curve(Y-axis or Z-axis). If the extreme value ratio curves of the two axes are calibrated, the attitude estimation accuracy can be further improved.
In one roll cycle, it is assumed that the Y-axis sensor outputs a maximum value at point A and a minimum value at point C and the Z-axis sensor outputs a maximum value at point B and a minimum value at point D. For the case where only one axis is calibrated, when the Y-axis maximum point A is detected, the pitch angle and the roll angle can be obtained using the extreme value ratio curve. Before the next extreme value is detected, the attitude at the subsequent sampling points is obtained by the phase shift method described above. When the next extreme value C is detected, the attitude of point C is obtained using the extreme value ratio curve, and the subsequent sampling points are updated by the phase shift method. For the case where two axes is calibrated, At the extreme points A, B, C, D, the attitude is updated using the extreme value ratio curve. For non-extreme sampling points, attitude update can be performed by phase shift method. At this time, if the phase shift is performed by the output curves of the Y-axis and the Z-axis, two estimated values of the attitude at the non-extreme point can be obtained. The accuracy of the attitude update can be ensured by making full use of the output of the two-axis sensor to estimate the attitude at the non-extreme points. VOLUME 7, 2019 
C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS 1) ATTITUDE UPDATE RATE
In the attitude estimation using a three-axis magnetometer, the attitude update rate is related to the sensor sampling frequency and algorithm. Three Orthogonal Ratio Method only update attitude at the extreme value points of the Y-axis and Z-axis output. In a single roll cycle, it can perform four times attitude update. The Crest and Trough Method can run eight times attitude update in a single roll cycle by introducing two reference curves. However, these two method do not make full use of every sample point of sensor. The algorithm proposed in this paper can make the attitude update with each sensor output by making the phase shift of the Y-axis and Z-axis sensor output, instead of only using the extreme points. Then the attitude update rate can be the same as the sensor sampling rate.
2) CALIBRATION WORKLOAD
All of the above three algorithms do not rely on the local geomagnetic information and only use the output of the threeaxis magnetometer for attitude update. But it is necessary to pre-calibrate the relationship curve of the pitch angle and the ratio of the X-axis output and the Y-axis (or Z-axis) output extreme value. What's more important, Three Orthogonal Ratio Method need to calibrate four curves, including If all of the above four curves are calibrated, the accuracy of attitude estimation can be enhanced.
3) ERROR ANALYSIS
All the three methods are based on the common assumption that the yaw angle are unchanged during a single roll cycle. However, the actual yaw angle of high spinning projectiles changes slightly. The above assumption will introduce errors to the attitude estimation. All of the three methods suffer from this error. In order to compensate for this error, the correction of yaw angle is necessary. Therefore, the frequency and accuracy of yaw angle correction will have an important impact on the accuracy of the attitude estimation.
According to the three methods, the correction of yaw angle occurs in every attitude update. That is, the frequency of yaw angle correction is same as the frequency of attitude update. Obviously, the proposed method in this study has the highest frequency of yaw angle correction. It can correct the yaw angle at each sampling point. So the accuracy of yaw angle will be the highest for the proposed method. Once the yaw angle is corrected, a new R − θ curve can be obtained from Figure. 10. Then the roll angle and pitch angle can be re-calculated with the new R − θ curve.
As can be seen from Figure 10 , if the yaw angle of projectile changes during the range of 130 • ∼140 • , we have to choose the correspondingR−θcurve based on the current yaw angle. Then we can get the pitch angle and roll angle. So the accuracy of yaw angle directly determines the accuracy of attitude estimation. During a single roll cycle, the yaw angle is continuously changing. it is best for us to update the yaw angle all the time. Thus, if the update rate of yaw angle is higher, the accuracy of yaw angle is higher, so do the accuracy of attitude estimation. As the method proposed in this study has the highest yaw angle correction rate, it is supposed to have the most accurate yaw angle ψ, which will lead to better precision in roll angle γ and pitch angle θ.
In addition, based on [15] , Three Orthogonal Ratio Method has interpolation errors yet. And its attitude update rate is the lowest among the three methods. Therefore, the accuracy of attitude estimation for Three Orthogonal Ratio Method is the worst. As for Crest and Trough method, its attitude update rate is lower than the method proposed in this study. Moreover, its yaw angle correction formula is different from the formula of the proposed method. They are as follows.
be re-calculated with the new Crest and Trough method:
Phase Shift method:
The above two formulas are both derived from the equation (5). For Crest and Trough method, the correction formula of yaw angle will introduce the errors of B b
x , B b y , B b z , θ and γ . For the method proposed in this study, the correction formula of yaw angle will only introduce the errors of B b
x and θ. The B H and B Z are constant values within the range of projectile. Considering about the attitude update rate and the correction accuracy of yaw angle, the attitude accuracy of Phase Shift method is higher than Crest and Trough method.
In general, the proposed method in this study has the highest attitude estimation accuracy among the three methods. The accuracy of Three Orthogonal Ratio Method is the worst. 
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In order to verify the validity of the proposed algorithm and test the accuracy of the attitude update of the above three algorithms, two sets of numerical simulations are carried out below. The yaw angle of the first group remains unchanged during the flight. The yaw angle of the second group is slightly low frequency oscillation during flight.
Due to the need to simulate the output of a three-axis magnetometer, the geomagnetic field information of the projectile launch site is required. The launch position and magnetic field information of the projectile in the simulations are shown in Table 1 . The seven elements of geomagnetism are obtained by querying the world geomagnetic model IGRF11.
A. UNCHANGED YAW ANGLE CASE
Under the above simulation conditions, the yaw angle of the projectile is 134.718 • , the pitch angle is 30 • , and they remain unchanged during flight. The initial roll angle is 0. The roll angular rate is 10r/s. The simulation time is 1s. The sampling frequency of the three-axis magnetometer is 100Hz. By adding Gaussian white noise to the output of the threeaxis sensor, the resulting magnetic intensity output is shown in Figure. 11.
For the three-axis magnetometer output described in Figure 11 , the Three Orthogonal Ratio Method, the Crest and Trough Method, and the Phase Shift Method are used to calculate the three attitude angles of the projectile. Compared with the actual attitude angle, the attitude angle errors are shown in Figure 12 .
As can be seen from the above figure, the error of the three attitude angles is within 3 • . Among three methods, the accuracy of the proposed method is the highest, the maximum error among the three attitude angles is about 0.5 degrees, and the attitude update rate is also the highest. In one second, the Three Orthogonal Ratio Method updates the attitude 40 times, the Crest and Trough Method updates the attitude 80 times, and the proposed method updates the attitude 100 times. At each sampling point, there is a attitude output with the proposed method. If the sampling frequency of the sensor is increased, the attitude update rate of the proposed method can continue to improve. 
B. CHANGED YAW ANGLE CASE
During the actual flight of the projectile, the projectile will perform precession around the velocity vector [21] , so its yaw and frequency of 20 Hz. The initial roll angle is 0. The roll angular rate is 10r/s. The simulation time is 1s. The sampling frequency of the three-axis magnetometer is 100Hz. By adding Gaussian white noise to the output of the threeaxis sensor, the resulting magnetic intensity output is shown in Figure. 12.
For the three-axis magnetometer output described in Figure 13 , the Three Orthogonal Ratio Method, the Crest and Trough Method, and the Phase Shift Method are used to calculate the three attitude angles of the projectile. Compared with the actual attitude angle, the attitude angle errors are shown in Figure 14 .
As can be seen from the Figure 14 , in the case of a slight change in the yaw angle, the attitude estimation accuracy of the three methods is reduced, but the error is no more than 3 • . The method proposed in this paper has the highest accuracy, the maximum error is about 2 • , and has the highest attitude update rate. The attitude update point of proposed method is 100, other two methods are 80 and 40, respectively. The proposed method in this paper can increase the attitude update rate by more than 2 times. There is no doubt that the proposed method is superior to the other two methods.
The main reason for the decrease of the accuracy of the attitude estimation of the three methods is the change of yaw angle. When the yaw angle changes, the corresponding extreme value ratio curve need to be changed. However, the above three attitude estimation methods assume that the yaw angle is unchanged. Therefore, when the pitch angle is calculated using the wrong extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve, errors will be introduced, which will bring errors to the attitude estimation of the projectile.
It is worth noting that it seems like the proposed method is more affected by the changing of yaw in Fig 13(c) . The yaw angle accuracy of proposed method becomes as worse as the Crest and Trough Method. However, the reason for this phenomenon is the data sampling frequency is too low. In the case of changed yaw, the roll angular rate is 10r/s and FIGURE 17. The output of magnetometer after low-pass filtering. 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
Through the theoretical analysis and numerical simulation of the above content, among the three methods, the proposed method has the best attitude estimation accuracy and the highest attitude update rate. In order to further verify the superiority of the proposed algorithm, we use a threeaxis flight simulation platform, as shown in Figure 15 , to perform a semi-physical experiment. In order to collect the magnetic intensity information, we developed a threeaxis magnetic information acquisition system, as shown in Figure 16 . The system includes Honeywell's three-axis magnetometer HMC1043, analog-to-digital converter AD7686, microcontroller STM32F405, and SPI interface FLASH chip AT45DB642D. The three-axis magnetic data measured online is stored in the FLASH through the SPI, and then transmitted to the computer by the USB interface. The data sampling frequency is 100Hz.
During the semi-physical experiment, the three-axis magnetic information acquisition system was fixed on the threeaxis turntable, and the three axes of the magnetometer were coincide with the three axes of the turntable. First, we need to calibrate the extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve. The yaw angle ψ was set as 60 • . The roll angle γ was set as 0. The pitch angle θ varied between −90 • and 90 • . It's Changing interval was 0.5 • . The extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve required in the above three methods was fitted by using the output of the three-axis magnetometer. Then the environment of experiment need to be deployed. The yaw angle was 60 • and no changes during the experiment. The initial roll angle was 0 • and the roll angular rate was 10r/s. The pitch angle was 45 • and no changes during the experiment. The original output of the tri-axial magnetometer in the experiment was low-pass filtered, as shown in Figure 17 . Finally, three attitude angles were calculated separately by using the above three methods. The attitude errors are shown in Fig. 18 .
It can be seen from Figure. 18 that the attitude calculation errors of the above three methods are less than 2.5 • . Among them, the Three orthogonal ratio method has the largest attitude error. The proposed method has the lowest attitude error and the highest attitude update rate. The results of the semi-physical experiment are consistent with the numerical simulation results above. Compared with the results of numerical simulation, the attitude errors of the semi-physical experiment are relatively large. Although the output of the three-axis magnetometer has been processed by a digital filter, the noise and installation error in the actual magnetic signal still affect the accuracy of the attitude estimation. In addition, there are certain differences between the precalibrated extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve and the extreme value ratio-pitch angle curve in the semi-physical experiment, which will bring certain attitude errors. In general, the semi-physical experiment further validates the effectiveness of the proposed method and its superiority in attitude estimation accuracy and attitude update rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis of the output characteristics of the three orthogonal magnetometers and the improvement of ''Three Orthogonal Ratio Method'' and ''Crest and Trough Method,'' a magnetometer-based phase shifting ratio method is proposed in this paper to calculate the attitude of high spinning projectile. The characteristics of the three methods are discussed in detail in this paper. The results of numerical simulation and semi-physical experiments show that all three methods can effectively solve the attitude of high spinning projectile by only using three-axis magnetometer. But in comparison, the phase shifting ratio method proposed in this paper has the highest attitude estimation accuracy and the highest attitude update rate. And the previous calibration workload is the least. However, sensor output errors and installation errors still affect attitude resolution accuracy. Moreover, the range of projectile in this study is within a few tens of kilometers, so some improvements should be developed in longer range cases.
In the future works, it is possible to consider introducing two-axis gyroscope information and adopting a reasonable filter to obtain a higher-precision projectile attitude.
